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Streszczenie

in vitro oraz 

in vivo

ograniczeniem t

-

,

, znacznika 

W niniejszej pracy po raz pierwszy opracowano koniugaty dendrymeru PAMAM 

generacji trzeciej (G3) -

-

wielopostaciowego IV stopnia (U-

fibrob

-mangostyny (M) lub vadimezanu (V)

(B)

-D-glukoheptono-1,4-laktonu

(gh)

postawienia resztami -mangostyny: G32B12gh5M oraz G32B10gh17M,

G3gh2B5M. Zsyntezowano analogiczne koniugaty z vadimezanem: 

G32B12gh5V oraz G3gh4B5V G32B12gh oraz G3gh

. Badania in vitro oraz in vivo na 

organizmie modelowym C. elegans i

antyproliferacyjnego . -mangostyny do dendrymeru 

G32B12gh istotnie
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-

w przypadku koniugatu G32B10gh17M

C. elegans. Koniugaty dendrymeru z amidowo 

-

-

,

G32B12gh.

in vitro i in vivo

G3

przeciwnowotworowego i przeciwnicieniowego -

dendrymeru PAMAM G3. 

oraz C. elegans -

terapeutyki do zastosowania w leczeniu 

nicieniowych.
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The favourable biological properties of xanthones demonstrated in many in vitro and in

vivo studies confirm their potential for use in cancer therapy and bacterial or parasitic diseases. 

However, a common limitation of these types of compounds is their poor pharmacokinetic 

parameters, which prevent xanthones from being introduced into clinical use. The solution to 

this problem may be the use of drug carriers, for example poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) 

dendrimers, to which the drug molecule can be covalently attached or encapsulated. The 

PAMAM dendrimers, which are hyper-branched polymers with high biocompatibility, allow 

to improve the transport of sparingly soluble drugs, reduce their toxicity and achieve the effect 

of targeting specific cells, organelles or metabolic pathways. A great advantage of dendrimers 

is their polyvalence allowing for the simultaneous attachment of drug molecules, a targeting 

molecules, a marker enabling the imaging of the location of these nanoparticles, and other 

ligands.    

In this study, the third generation PAMAM dendrimer (G3) conjugates with covalently 

-mangostin (M) or vadimezan (V) were developed for the first time. These two 

compounds were selected on the basis of toxicity studies of a group of eight xanthones 

performed on two human cancer cell lines: squamous cell carcinoma cells from the tongue

(SCC-15) and grade IV glioblastoma multiforme cells (U-118 MG), and comparatively on

normal skin fibroblast cells (line BJ). A number of dendrimer conjugates were synthesized 

wi -mangostin or vadimezan attached by amide or ester bonds. Additionally, biotin (B)

was used as a targeting molecule to cancer cells, and the remaining free amine groups on the 

-D-glucoheptono-1,4-lactone (gh) to reduce the native 

-mangostin

G32B12gh5M and G32B10gh17M, as well as the ester conjugate G3gh2B5M were obtained. The 

equivalent conjugates were synthesized also with vadimezan: G32B12gh5V and G3gh4B5V. The 

G32B12gh and G3gh compounds were vehicle control for amide and ester conjugates, 

respectively. In vitro and in vivo studies on the C. elegans model organism revealed the lack 

-mangostin to 

G32B12gh dendrimer significantly increased the biological activity of this compound depending 

on the degree of the dendrimer substitution by xanthone, with a 25-fold enhancement of the 

cytotoxic effect obtained in the case of the G32B10gh17M conjugate. The boost effect was 

observed for all studied cellular parameters (ATP level, activity of executioner caspases, 

degree of cells proliferation and adhesion) and was also visible as a decrease in the level of 
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C. elegans viability. The dendrimer conjugates with amide- -mangostin were 

additionally fluorescently labeled, which allowed to show that this compounds penetrate into 

the tested cells and accumulate in endocytic vesicles and partially in the mitochondria. 

-mangostin conjugates, the use of both types 

of bonds increased the activity of the compound, but a stronger effect on each of the tested 

parameters was obtained in case of using amide bonds. In the case of vadimezan, which 

showed no toxicity against the tested cells and nematodes, the attachment to the dendrimer 

via an ester bond did not improve its activity. However, a weak selective antiproliferative 

activity of vadimezan against squamous carcinoma cells was obtained, which was multiplied 

by attaching the compound to the G32B12gh vehicle by amide bond. 

The presented study also indicated the influence of the size and zeta potential of the 

synthesized conjugates on the tested biological parameters. Based on the analysis of DLS 

measurements and performed in vitro and in vivo studies, it can be concluded that the use of 

amide bonds, partial blockade of surface amine groups, and increased diameter and positive 

zeta potential may constitute a set of PAMAM G3 dendrimer modifications necessary for the 

use of the compound as an effective drug carrier.         

To sum up, this PhD thesis provided information on the anticancer and antinematode 

a -mangostin that can be strengthened using an appropriately modified PAMAM 

G3 dendrimer vehicle. The developed carriers remained non-toxic for studied cells and 

nematodes, and the anticancer and nematocidal activity of conjugates was the result of the 

mechanism of action of the transported compound. The presented studies allow to state that 

-mangostin conjugates with a dendrimer carrier may be the new potential drugs 

for the treatment of cancer and nematode diseases. 


